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5. The existence of the Security Council; the body speci
fically charged with the handling of issues relating to the
ultimate purposes of the United Nations, does not in any
way, detract from the supreme authority of the Assembly.
It is the Assembly that by reason of its structure is respon
sible for the effective working of the Organization and the
realization of its aims. And the many obstacles which the
Council has encountered in the attempt to achieve its high
~bjectives fully justify the adoption by the Assembly at its
last session of resolution 377 (V) which seeks to ensure that
the great Powers shall work together in a spirit of mutual
understanding and thus to make good any deficiency that
might result from failure on the Council's part.

6. In this connexion, may I recall that the Fourth Meeting
of Consultation of Ministers of Foreign Affairs, held in
Washi1?-gton at the beginning of this year, showed its com
plete agreement with the spirit of that resolution, entitled
" Uniting for Peace ", by recommending to all members of
the Organization of American States that they should adapt
their resources and their defence systems to the present
day requirements of international security· without, however,
prejudicing the legitimate needs of their own defence.

7. We have herein a concrete example of effective parti
cipation by a regional body in the endeavours of the United
Nations to round off its task of international peace. There
is no need for me to dwell on the importance of the activity
of such bodies within the system instituted by the Charter.
Regional organization.s have a steadily increasing value as
agents for the propagation of the United Nations and the
development and application of its principles. The benefits
that accnLe therefrom are undeniable once it_ is conceded
that neither by their existence nor by their activities shall
they ever detract from the universality upon which the
hope of final victory for the United Nations rests.

8. If it is successfully to cope with the present crisis in
international relations, our Organization must strive with
a vigour renewed each day to errpand its sphere of g":.6pn
and to increase its territorial domain by admitting all triose
nations which desire loyally to collaborate in its noble task.
It is regrettable that we still cannot hear within these walls
the voice of certain nations, particularly of certain. great
Latin peoples:- whose assistance could be valuable indeed,
not only for the United Nations but also for the Jarge
numbers of mankind dwelling within their frontiers.

9

SPEECHES BY MR.. DE PIMENTEL BRANDAO (BRAZIL), TVlR.
STIKKER (NETHERLANDS) AND MR. ACHESON (UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA).

1. Mr, DE PIMENTEL BRANDAO (Brazil) (translated
from French): Fromthis platform,which I have the honour to
be the first to mount today, I salute Paris in all its splendour.
Fluctuat nee mirgitur. Our faith and our confidence in
peace, freedom and right shall1ikewise never founder.

2. Like the poet of old, in admiration and gratitude I cry :
" Oh holy light, golden eye of day! " And in the glow of the
hallowed radiance that greeted the birth of Lutetia two
thousand years ago, let me render to France, welcoming us
with all her matchless, stately charm, a tribute of solemn and
heart-felt homage. In the name of all those peoj.;!<:s whose
language echoes, even from afar, the tongue of Latium, I
renew the oath of eternal fealty to Christianity, to the rule
of law, and to the culture of the Mediterranean Sea.

3. The tradition of the philosophy of law, and of the basic
princi~les which issue from that great original fount was
prochumed and adopted by the peoples and was embodied
by them in the Charter of. the United Nations at San
Francisco. It is there that we shall find a constant source
of inspiration for our labours in the sixth session of the
United Nations General Assembly, labours bearing on
matters of the highest import to international peace and
security.

4. The diversity of the topics which the General Assembly
must study during its sixth session brings out in clear relief
the importance of the work of this session. No matter what
the subject of debate, whether it be the vital problem of the
maintenance of world peace and security, or the details of
economic. and technical co-operation bet....;een Member
States, the Assembly once again emerges as the quintessential
body of the United Nations. Containing within itself the
most varied trends of thought, analysing and discussing the
whole gamut of the problems of international society, it
assumes the character of a universal forum in which all the
Members of the Organization are represented with equal
rights. .

Opening of the general debate
[Agenda item 8]
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the spirit of conciliation and ~ac': \ so often attested brher Ittengthening oj
mstorical development, and by her conduct within the Brazil has alread
community of natioDS. is part and parcel of her legal ment of a.systeD
tradition and of the (i:haracter of her people. For the true of t~e United ~
democratic ~Pi~t. is fo~nded upon ~ just reconciliation of contmfugi~c; ans:
group and mdlvldual mterests. peace m ema
. ~~~~

. 15. In advocating, under the authority of the Ch~er,
peaceful solutions for the problems which threaten the 19. The result!
world, the B~iliandelegation has no intention of l'estdcting pea~e b;.bu~ they
the freedom~ detracting from the rights, or ignoring the linal ODJectlves "
aspirations of certain peoples to the advantage of others to render collec1
whether lar$e ors~~. It seeks only to establisli all equitabl~ how much~r~
balance of mterests by giving a measure of satisfaction'tO weredVOUC . -:
either party and by guaranteeing to all th:e m_urn regar a g~l\~m
conditions of life which will permit them to enjoy the rights IS 1·8f!~etttg 1~
they have thus acquired. '\ ,Itl . eve 0,

ormulatmg tod:
'16. Looking back on the work undertaken by the United 'obsolete concep1
Nations since itfj creation I feel we can say that it has agression and \\
already many positive achievements to its credit. As an.. ••
examrle of those achievements, it is with great satisfaction· 2O

ban
• We hve tlI

that the Brazilian delegation, at the opening of the General C g~; (~)llr .3l
Assembly's sixth session, can point to the felicitous inter- Org~zdatfilon, ID
vention of the United Nations in Greece and Korea. ecdelre rom

d
a
lI an lorm an s

17. J'hose who ~ast dcubtupon the Organization's activity I ink between the;
up to the present time tend to an over-simplification of the: f the future, 1
i~sues and an unduly superficial analysis of the principles on . 'deas which ins
which the United Nations is based. It is truly encouraging' f the Charter'
to review mI that has been planned and achieved during realization of tl1
these six years of work. We liave established standards and I, pecially critical
techniques for the economic and social advancement of
man as a pre-eminently political being. We have reaffirmed j 1. I endorse t
the fundamental rights of man enunciated in the draft; eaders. of Br32
convention which we shall discuss and which is one of the.. e~egatlo:n, that
most ambitious attP.mpts at legal and social creative action . Assembly.
eve~ unde~aken. by ~ ~te~ational organization. The 2. :Mr. 'STl
Umted Nations IS 3Q mstltutlon created by man for man, f'rmeh) ~ A. suI')
and this fundaJ?lental feature expresses at ~)J~ce. its wh~le j ost co~plex J
weakness and Its whole stren~. Its Vlclssltttdes, Its I hat is practicaJ
setbacks and its hesitations are the vicissitudes,. setbacks j a world-wide:
and hesitations of modem man, at a loss before a multitude· his Assembly
of problems, war-weary and yet ever :filled with the hope. C aceful coelI
of peace notwithstanding the darker aspects of contempol"'d.ry ~ o~ula becaus
existence. The ~delitywith which the United Nations has: hich;;e all ha
reflected and interpreted the situation in which man thus, alterl to mean 1
~ds .illmseif today is. ~bove ~l eloquent proof that it is a:1 hich hundredl
Vital mstrument of politiCO-SOCial progress and development. ~ e lon~g, a 4:

18. The experience ofjoint act~on in Korea, cn bases which~ pon ~utual te
would have been thought highly improbable and even', e believed tha
impossible a few years ago, has demonstrated the de~ree to ~ ~ ~rawn the l

which the peoples of the world are imbued today With the. Ideal of te
ideals of tlie Charter. Realization of the fact that peace is ~ um~ p'e~C;)D,
indivisible and that agression against any State is not only· ur lUsplratlOn
a violatiC?n of world p~ace but an act directed ~gainst the; 3. That is 1

COIDJ!lUDlty of free ~atlons, ~ led to the establishment f?f . ubstance of t!
certam standards ofmternatlonal conduct and the crystalb. oscow I am
zatio~ of certain principles whic~will complete the collective, r. I ~ot
secunty systenl of the Charter ID so far as they reflect the .! eaceful coeJ
political and social system~ of the contemporary world. It;1 '~h ideas wJ

, !s for this ~eason that the Braz~lian ~elegatlon is particularly I ~kind woull
mterested m the careful analysiS which we RhaU make of the . e We sh'
report by the Collective Measures Committee JA/1891]. 1 i ~~ation I'
The }'reliminary work carried out by fo~een .elegations, I' - st opened. .
meetmg throughout seven monthP~t Umted NatlOllS Head-
quarters, provides us with a basiS for discussion on, the ! 4. The Unit

. . ce, but abo
I marked, to Cl

. I See Official Rtcordl DJ tilt Gen"al A"""bly, Sixth Sunon, Supplement' this time, ,
.U .

13r It is therefore vital to seek compensatory agreements
through friend!y negotiation. To, bring a dispute before
the United Nations without having first exhausted all other
means of peaceful solution is to run counter to the spirit
of the Chaiter and to do it considerable harm. At a moment

.when the problems which weigh upon the world are
submitted to'the United Nations no reaffinnation can be
too strong of the vital need for mutual confidence md tor
faith in our Organizaticm and in its ,aims and objects.

14. It is imperative that the resolutions and' recommen
dations, bOth of the General Assembly and of the Security
Council, should be. respected b.y all States Members and
that the decisions .'. of the International Court of Justice
should be upheld by all governments. JlrazU feels herself '
particularly well qualified. to support sucn projects in that

9. Brazil recently convened the first Congress of the Latin
Union. ,This is a movement for the progressive reinfor
cement of the peaceful and constructive work of the United
Nations by inter-linking twenty-six European and American
nations of Latin origin. The movement, the first Congress
of which was held at Rio de Janeiro, reached conclusions
that represent a reaffirmation of the principles on which
westt:m civilization is based.

10. In view of,,its competence and of its composition,
universality is the vital condition for the success of the
United NatioDiS. We shall gain but little profit from the
continual proUferation of specialized agencies and ad hoc
committees, Ulnless our laoours are directed by a spirit
of loyal, of unreserved co-operation on the part of all
peoples ofthe world. As Mr. Trygve Lie, Secretary-General
of tfie United Nations, has so truly stated, neither walls nor
curtains will prevent the peoples from belonging to the
United' Nations, nor the UniteaNations from belonging to
the peoples.

11. It is now almost ,a truism to say that the colossal
. difficulties with which certain communities are at grips
are political and not technical in character. For the Brazilian:
delegation it is a sad thought that the human intellect,
which has applied itself so successfully to the unravelling
of the most arduous mysteries of science, is often baffied
and frustrated' in achieving practical results, through the'
lack of understanding of certain governments actuated by
ideological fanaticwm or a mistaken attitude of firmness.
The growing interdependence, indeed the virtual coinci
dence, of the internal and external policies of States has had
the truly paradoxical result of threatening the cause·of
world peace. An age which claims to be enlightened is
faced with the grim :eality of multitudes enslaved in a
sombre moral and spiritual thraldom, a fertile soil for the
propagation of doctrines both anti-democratic and contrary
to the interests of peace.

12. 1'he problems arising out of the nationalistic claims of
certain gmups are delicate and difficult to solve. While
Brazil, in accordance with its political traditions, feels deep
sympathy with the legitimate national aspirations of the
peoples, it has nonc~ die lest lways been m the vanguard
of those who advocate peace..d1 and conciliatory solutions
for all the conflicts ()f international life. Presid~nt Vargas,
in ,his message. to th,~ Brazilian Congress this year, stated

- that all colonialism must be regarded as an undesirable
survhral in intemationallife today. At the present juncture
it is Q,{ pressing importance that peopleg aspiring to total
freedom should end~avour to act with the prudence and
calmness demanded by the need for safeguarding the
security structure that has been so slowly and paiDfully
built up and that affords the best guarantee of the realization
of their desires.

I •
\
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he .t1:engthening of the principles of collective security. As
thr, Brazil has already stated in that Committee, the establish

egaj ment of a system of collective security is not the final goal
tru of the United Nations. On the contrary, we regard it as a
1 at' contingency arising out Qf the continuing precariousness of

peaceful intemational relations, and as an admission that
new acts of aggression are still possible.

~er,the 19. The results thus far achieved are a step on the road to
ting pea~e; but they do not signify that we have achie'!~d the
the final objectives w~ have se~ before o~rselves. We ~e striving

to render collective secunty as umversal as possible. But
~b1~ how much further on pur way should we be if a glimpse
[1' to were vouchsafed to us now of an age in which we coUld
lUm regard a genllinely universal system of collective security
ghta as something completely incompatible with a stage of

i .1idem development in which the principles we are
onnulating today will be seen to be the;"inadequate and

itedobsolete conceptions of men still obsessed by die fear of
has agression and war. .
lan
tion 20. We live in an age of profoulld political and social
leral change; our task is not to op~e or to retard it. Our
Iter- Organization, in the form in which we have planned it, has

eceived from all nations the task of imparting substance
I and form and shape to these new aspirations, of creating a

~vity , between the achievements of the past and the promises
.the: f the future, between thought and action, between the
son; 'deas which inspire us and the aims which in the spirit
~ing , f the Charter we have set before ourselves, and with the
ring' realization of the responsibilities incumbent upon us at a
and 1 pecially critical stage in ~e history of mankind.

~:l1 1. I endorse the hope expressed by one of the autstanding
(raft i eaders. of Brazilian thought, who is a member of our
.the, e~egatlo:n, that the storms of the soul may take hold of
don IS Assembly.

The 2. l\fr. STIKKER (Netherlands) (translated' fromhi' "rench);-, A surprising current tendency is to crystallize the
~ e oat complex problems in the simplest terms, in slogans.i:1 hat is practic81 ; it saves time, a commodity of which there'

lie , a world-wide shortage., Among the slogans familiar to
:ude1his Assembly there is one of more recent coinage:
lOpe I peaceful coexistence u.. It is an extremely important
l"'dry. annula, because U pealeeful " and " coexistence " are words
,has, hich we all have greatly at heart. In my country they are
.~us \ ~f1 to mean the hOJ?f: of a real comity of the peoples for
19 a:; hich hundreds of mdbons of people throughout the world
ent.: e longing, a comity which can endure only if it is based
lich: pon mutual tolerance and respect. Five or six ye.ars ago
:ven ,; e believed that this could be achieved soon. Millions, who
e to, d drawn the strength necessary to wage the struggle from
the., 's ideal of tolerance and respect for the dignity of the

:e is i uman person, fell in the last war. That same ideal is still
mly:' ur ulspiration.

t~f; 3. That is why we must look closely into the very
l1li ,'ubstance of this appeal which today comes to us from
tiv;', oscow. I am~repared to do so with the utmost attention,
the r ,I cannot and will not assume that such wor4s as
It ' peaceful coexistence" can be lightly spoken. To trifle

uly I .th ideas which incarnate the deepest aspirations of
fohe ~ ankind, would be worse than a lie, little better than all. 1 ' ~. 'Ye shall have ample opportunity to.undert:dte the
ms, ~ - matlon I contemplate durmg the sessIOn which has

d
. 8t opened. .

'a -
'the 4. The Unite&'Nations does not exist met~ly to maintain

ce, but above till, as the Secretary-Getteral has so aptly
marked, to create it. Despite all our differences of opinion
this time, we have an Organization able to gather the

11

representatives of sixty countries around a table. We owe
-this to the wisdom of those who, although at the cost of
certain compromises, established the almost total represery.
tation of the world by laymg down the basic princIples!()f
the Charter. Let us endeavour, s~ far as we can, 'to draw'
from that wisdom the lessons inherent in it.

25., I myself am ;ready to join thooa 'who are trying to
achieve\.Lreal " peaceful coeXiStence ". I am also prepared
to take part ill any discussion likely: to lead ~-toward,:, that
end. But in any discussion there mue.t. ,at least be general
agreement as to the meaning of the ~oras used, for words,
like currencies, are subject to devaluation.' Is coeD:stence
intended as an aim, ~ modus vivendi or a fleeting tactic? The
'Yordis not new. Twenty-five years ago a statesman said
that the coexistence of two opposing systems was conceiv
able. But he had stated previously: "War is inevitable ;,
but it can be postponed until the proletarian revolution is
ripe in Europe". That kind of coexistence' is that of the
jungle, in which wild beasts share their hunting grounds
out of mutual respect for tooth and claw.

26. Let the past nat become an impediment to present
action, however! The idea of peaceful coexistence has
evolved. -It has been embodied in the United Nations since
1945 and any of us who speaks fr9m tms rostrt1D:l about
peaceful coexistence is referring to the kind of coeXistence
envisaged in the Charter. That is the only ground upon
which I can stand and on that ground any kind of discussion
can take place. I am eager to play my part and I shall try
to be clear. Clarity and a sense of J,'eaiity, particularly the
-atter, are the salt which should se-$on"our discussions.

27. Coexistence, as implied in the Charter, is- our aim. But
what is coexistence today? It means a situation in which
my country is compelled to set ~.side one-third of its, budget
for armaments. Why ? Because there is, between the Elbe
and Heartbreak Ridge in Korea,. a powerful bloc, with which
we would of course be ready to talk about coexistence, but
which, dominated as it is by a totalitarian conception,
maintains a very large army and has built up an immense
arsenal. As against the totalitarian idea we confidently
maintain the concept of democratic freedoms. But arms
and armies represent force to which we can oppose ~nly
force. The United Nations Charter r~cognizesthis necessity.
It states that we are " determined.,~. to practise "tolerance
and live together in peace with one another as good neigh
bours" and adds that we are determined "to unite our
strength to maintain intt1mational peace and security" .. ~

, .

28. The North Atlantic Treaty is just such a union of
stre~ on a regional basis, finding its justification solely
in the fact' that it is based upon the purposes and principles
of the United Nations Charter; it is the inevitable result of
the meaning today attributed to " coexistence ". It is an
instrmnent of the Charter; that means that it will never be
an. instrument foraggrc:-ssion. l!ntil the basic prind)?le
of the Charter, collective secunty, h.as become reabty
through the efforts of all, the North Atlantic Treaty, as
a regional organization, is, for lack of something better, the
means of ~arryingout what was intended at San FraI;\~ciscoO'c
But " for lack of something better" can never be our last
word on the subject. We shall not fail to embrace a more

. satisfactory idea of " coexistence " as soon as circumstances
permit. I have not given up the hope that we may o::\e day, 
be able to reach a better mutual understanding wj.th regard
to this concept.

,29. Does that mean that the United Nations has no
meaning at'this time as a universal organization .'? I do not
believe that.. ,Besides its many worthy activities in the
social, economic and cultural fields, there are enough things

t··'
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to prove that the United Nations is effectively helping to
foster coexistence, the road leading to a genuine spirit of
good neighbourliness. Coexistence is maintained because
the United Nations does not hesitate to cope with disputes
likely to degenerate into war. It deals with them-indeed,
it must deal with them-by the slow and cumbrous means
at its disposal and sometimes the result is impatience and
weariness. But a disadvantage may turn into an advantage,
It deals wit11 such disputes curbing its hasty passions,
ponderously slowed down by procedural wrangles, legalistic
caution, decisions talfen only after lengthy discussion, and
the endless production of documents. It deals with them,
finally and most importantly, with the authority which is
none the less accorded to it, an authority which no other
body but the United Nations possesses, as it is the sole
political organization embracing the whole world.

30. This is precisely where we are on the road that should
lead us to make a reality of our ideals of peace and security.
Our confidence in the mon~t force of the Charter gives us the
necessary courage to continue on our way. When the final
goal, tolerance among men and among the peoples, is
attained mutual respect and the dignity of the human person
will prevail. This tolerance, this respect we must achieve
a.nd defend.

31. We should therefore feel that we were failing in our
duty as a Member of the United Nations and as the heir,
with others, of a great Christian and European tradition,
ifwe did not make a further appeal from this Assembly to the
rulers of States which, though Members of our Organi
zation, must in our opinion be regarded as totalitarian. We
do not say they have not the right to hold political views
different from our own, but we shall never be able to live
without fear so long as there are totalitarian systems. We
earnestly appeal to them to give the principle of human
dignity the place it merits.. Such Ci policy pursued in a truly
liberal spirit in their own country would at once considerably
decrease the differences, if not entirely do away with them,
and make real coexistence possiDle.

32. For our own part it is our firm, our unshakable resolv~

to defend human dignity and tolerance. Far from being
mutually exclusive, tolerance and a firm resolve·to defend it
3l'e essential complements to one another. .

33. The road is long and many difficulties have yet to be
encountered. It is t~e that the legacy of the last war is
disappearing ; Italy and Japan are about to take their place
once more among the free and peace-loving nations. It is
with regret therefore that my Government observes Italy,
in spite of the views expressed by the large majority of
Members of thi., Organization, still being obliged to wait
for admission to the" United Nations. Then there'is the
important problem of the future of Germany. A satisfactory
settlement of the German problem would provide a corner
stone for the coexistence of, the great Powers, and thus
more than anything else provide the basis for lasting peace
for us ail. The General Assembly of the United Nations
can only play a limited part in achieving such a settlement.
Problems of such a far-reaching character must in the filSt
instance be resolved by the great Powers among themselves.

34. I nevertheless venture to hope that this Assembly
may help to ease the general tension. The present session
will be judged by its concrete achievements. Our function
is above all to help, so far as possible, to promote a settlement
of various political questions, and to forward by every means
in our power the constrtlctive' work already undertaken
by the United Nations. The agenda includes a number of
political ,questions the mere statement ,of which describes,

as it were, the symptoms of the ailments of the present
world. What can we do to cure them ? .

35. It seems to me a good sign that we mee~~t 2. moment
when reports of the possibility of peace are ,reaching us fhm
Korea. The world hopes that during the present session of
the .Assembly we shall be able to announce that the first
military action of the United Nations, taken in the name of
collective security, has been brought to a conclusion and I

that the conclusion is the fruit of co-operation between all
the parties. It is with mixed feelings that we survey what
the United Nations has so far achieved in Korea. The
condition of the Korean people fills us with sorrow. But we
must also remember with admiring gratitude the courage
and the sacrifices of the United Nations forces. We still
view the failure to achieve a unified Korea with concern.
Unification of Korea in accordance with the agreements
between the great Powers concluded during the Second
World War has been for anumber of years, and still is, the
avowed purpose of this Assembly. Uppermost in our minds,
however, i>:: the thought that we have no cause to regret that
last year ':.Le United Nations took up the challenge to world
peace and international law thrown down by aggression,
and made a stand to defend them in the conviction of the
justice of its cause. The opening of negotiations in Korea
a few months ago at the same time inspired us with fresh
hope, particularly since they were facilitated by a favourable
reply by a Soviet Union spokesman to the repeated appeals
made by the United Nations.

36. The expression " peaceful coexistence ", to which I
referred at the beginning of my statem~nt, applies not only
to the world in general, but in no less a degree to crises of a
regional character.

37. Such, for example, are the difficulties still remaining
unresolved between the Arab States and the State of Israel.'
The United Nations has, on a number of occasions, given
them attention, and it has an undoubted responsibility at
the present juncture. We have still not received the report
of the United Nations Conciliation Commission for
Palestine, which has made such vigorous efforts to obtain
a settlement. My Government hopes that the Commission
will be able to indicate practical ways and means of easing
the situation, so that the development of the Near East may
make fresh progress.

38. My Government observes, further, that the United
Nations is faced with a series of problems ranging geograph
ically from Teheran in th~ enst to the Atlantic coast of
Mrica. Tracing the line on the map we find a number of
names that occur on our agenda or on that of the Security
Council, which indicateti tll.e tension existing in those areas.

39. What does coexistence m.ean there? I shall confine
myself to a very ~eneral ans'ver. We believe in the first
place that it means that each nation must, within the
framework of the United Nations, learn and accept the
fact that supranational interests have a validity of their own
and that different principles must be applied to<them from
those which individual nations would like to apply. ., The
satisfaction of all national aspirations cannot result in peace;
peace and international security can only result from mutual
concessions in which national, regional and world interests
have to be given equal weight. Coexistence here also means
considerat~on being given .to the aspirations of peoples. .

40. I now come to technical assistance, one of ~he.most

successful spheres of United Nations activity in recent years.
Such co-operation between countries at different stages .of .
development opens the door to mutual understanding and
creates a world-wide network of relationships. Within the
limits of its resources, my country has contributed to this
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46. We, the United Nations, are young indeed but we,
too, mark the monuments of our progress. As Paris is the
symbol of European culture and beauty, so the United
Nations is the symbol of world peace. This city has seen
its wars, its strife, and its sorrows, as well as its triumphs.
Since we last met in this General Assembly, there have been
tensions and crises and armed conflict in the world, but the
cause of peace has prospered in tangible ways.

47. We came into existence as an organization at the end
of a great war. Our business is peace. The victories of
peace are the victories of the United Nations wherever they
take place. ,I

48. Since we last met, forty-eight nations havd signed a
peace treaty with Japan. The way has been, opened for
other nations to do the same. A long period of free nego
tiation was crowned with success. For much of this
negotiation the meeting of many statesmen here at the
United Nations offered fruitful opportunities.

49. These nations did not merely talk about peace, they
achieved it. Some prefer to mouth the word " peace"
and to oppose the reality. But the peace treaty was
concluded. This is fact, not fiction. It is a tangible accom
plishment, not a mere empty protestation. The signatures

rc~son that my Government follows the work of the Inter
national Law Commission with such keen interest and
appreciates the Commission's cOliclusion that one session
a year is inadequate fo:. its work. The Niirenberg and
Tokyo trials did indeed constitute an innovation in the
field of international law, and my Govemment endorses
.the words of the former Secretary of State of the United
States, Mr. Stimson, who called it a " landmark of law".
I am convinced that the conception of rights held by the
peoples of the world should continue to develop along the
lines laid down by these two historic trials.

43. In conclusion, I should like to say a word about the
site of this year's Assembly. !Viy delegation last year was
opposed to the Assembly meeting a"ay from New York
on the ground that sound management would not allow a
meeting far from United Nations headquarters. Our
financial misgivings are still not entirely allayed, but our
heart goes out in sympathy to the country whose guests we
now are, the country which has invited us to meet again in
its gracious and lovely capital. It was in France, in Paris
itself, that an idea which may well become a vital element
in the building of peace was born. I am pleased to say that,
a week ago, the Upper Chamber ot the Netherlands
Parliament accepted by a large majority, the plan which
will always be associated with the name ot my distinguished
colleague, Mr. Robert Schuman, thus being the first of the
European parliaments to do so. My delegation looks
forward to working, during the weeks to come, as the guests
of a Government which has proved constructively that it is
working for peace.

44. lVlay the work of this the sixth session of the General
Assembly be influenced by the essentially French virtues of
imagination and realism. May our work here, we humbly
implore, be blessed by the Divine Spirit ruling over the
fate of peoples and nations. -

45.' Mr. ACHESON (United States of America' : All of
us are indebted to the people and the Gover~ent of
France for the excellence of the arrangements of this
meeting. We meet here in Paris on her t1wo-thousandth
anniversary. We offer our congratulations and see in the
monuments of her great history the symbol and the promise
of our United Nations which is still at the threshold of its
existence.

worthy cause. My Government is certain that the United
Nations is on the right track there and believes that the
experiment of exchanging experts and exchanging fellovvs
should be vigorously followed up. The supply of knowledge
and technical experience and the demand for them are
badly distributed in this world, and I am sure that we could
help one another in this respect. We hope shortly to be able
to open in the Netherlands an international academie
institution, at a university level, to give courses on develop
ment problems in countries requiring technical assistance.
We coDfidently hope thus to be able to make a contribution
to the study of the technical problelll3 which arise in many
under-developed countries. Admittedly, the present tech
nical assistance programme is as yet only in its infancy. In a
sense we are still at the pioneer stage, drawing up a syste
matic programme for development. The programme will
require, not only manpower which, in most cases, is already
available, not only experts who are now !>eing recruited and
will soon be available in sufficient numbers, but also funds
which for the moment are lacking. That is why it is
important that the United Nations should take stock now
of the full magnitude of the problem of ~!lancing economic
development. 1t is not an easy problem and there can be
no ready-made solution. It is therefore imperative that
preparatory measures should be taken without delay.

41: Another question facing the sixth session of the General
Assembly is that of the refugees. It is desirable, even
essential, to lay the foundations for practical results in the
course of the present session. The tact that these millions
of unfortunates ar~ forced to live without hope for the future
not only constitutes a threut to the political security of some
parts of the world; it.also, as the letter recently addressed
by Her lVIajesty the Queen of the Netherlands to the
President of the United States of America so eloquently
puts it, represents a challenge to the conscience of the
world. The International kefugee Organization, which,
under able leadership, h~ achieved such magnificent results
during the last few years giving more than a million people
a new start in life, has come to an end. This does not mean
that the problem has been solved; merely that a cectain
category of displaced persons, thOle who at the outset stood
in greatest need, have received assistance thanks to an
international effort. But other categories remain a heavy
burden on the political and economic hfe of s.-;veral countries.
It is the opinion of my Government that, in order to ease the
situation, intensive work will have to continue for several
years to come. Before this Assemb!¥ rises, this matter will
have to be thrashed out. A frank dIscussion will help, but
we must be chary of uniform solut~ons. Groups of retugees
are not all alike. lVloreover local conditions differ widely,
sometimes even within the same country. iVlethods will have
to be varied. "Ve must also remember that the financial
resources of Member States of the Umted Nations differ
greatly and that some of them are able to make only a small
contribution to international humanitarian work. None the
less, within the limits of our capacities, all of us must
shoulder our responsibility.

42. I now pass to the question of the evolution of inter
national law which does not always receive the attention it
deserves. But the work must be pursued at a pace consonant
-with the nature of the problem and regardless of politi~

upheavals. The evolution of international law may be
compared to the flow of currents which, being slow-moving,
or sometimes even subterranean, renuin wldetected by the
human eye. There is nothing sensational about this work,
and yet it is gradually introducing into the community of
nations a new conception of the principles governing inter
national relations, relations of such vital importance for
peaceful coexistence betWeen the peoples. It is for this
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56. We are building strength for one, reason, and one
reason only-that is, because there will be no peace so long
as the peaceful nations are weak and vulnerable. There
is no way of escaping this requirement, as the last six years
have shown.

57. But building arms alone is not enough.. We must use
our strength with moderation and restraint. We must
work for peace, for understanding, for a reduction of
tensions and differences. We must neglect no opportunity
to reduce the danger of war in any way that is open to us,
and to get on with our main job which is to work toward the
kind of a world we want to build.

58. While we have worked to build up the strength of the. '
free nations, we have also been deeply concerned with die
economic and social needs of the peoples of the world.
Much has been done this year in international co-operation
for economic and social well-being.

"59. Some two thousand million dollars of new capital '
have been made available for economic and social deve
lopment by private investors., by the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development and by governmental
institutions. Under the expanded programme of technical
2Ssistance, experts are at work in forty-three countries. This
is merely a beginning. This points the way in which we
must move. As President Truman has already stated, our
rate of 'advance has been impeded by the necessity of
building up the defences of the free nations. ~ If we can be
relieved ofsome of this burden, the possibilities of improving .
the lot of mankind should be limidess.

60. As for the future we recognizr• that there can be no
lasting peace, no real security, while hunger, disease, and
despair hold millions in th~ir grip. Every people must have
a stake in peace worth defending. By the energetic appli
cation of known techniques and without any great increase
in expenditure of funds or resourceSrj we can make substantial
inroads against poverty and famine. We would welcome the
establishment of targets setting forth practical agricultural
and industrial goals to be attained in a definite period of
time~

61. In the field of agriculture, the Food and Agriculture
Organization has already indicated the increase needd to
provide adequate nutritional 4iets in the year 1960. The
magnitudes required are by no means staggering, and ,he
advice of experts is that the goals can be attained. The
world has the natural resources and the technical knowledg~
to meet these needs, and it should be our goal to do so.

62. The progress which has been made during the past
year in the field of technical co-operation should give us
encourag~ment to go further. Time and again, there have
been amazing examples of what a few technicians and' a few
simple implements, like a hoe or a steel-tipped plough,
can do with a few bags of seed in countries where people
have long gone hungry. These examples ought to inspire
us to further effort.

63. I,am also encoul'aged by the attention and study
which has been given during the last year to the problems
concerning the ownership and use of land. Tlie report
of the S'ecretary-General, a and the action of the Economic
and Social Council point the way by which individual
governments and the United Nations can provide farmers
in many parts of the world with both the incentive and the
means for increasing their output of food for the world.

.. Ibid.,. pua. J 85.

" ,
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of many fre,e nations on a just and unveng~ful treaty are
worth far more on the balance sheet of history than the
signatures of those who, by fraud or compulsion, subscribe
to vague slogans whose promise is belied by the deeds of
those who prefabricate the slogans.

50. Those who unite fJr peace have also laid solid found
ations in the report of our Collective Measures Co~mittee.
The report wisely stresses the need for a "mutually
supporting relationship" I between the United Nations
and the regional collective defensive arrangements. This
expresses well the direction in which we must work, and
I strongly urge that we seek ways of translating this principle
into action.

51. If we are to carry out the resolution [377 (V)]
entitled: " Uniting for Peace" which we accepted at our
last session, we must develop the capacity of the United
Nations to act promptly ana effectively in the event of
aggression. Such preparation is important. It will do
much to discourage and deter potential aggressors from
~g out their evil designs. To carry out the resolution
of " Uniting for Peace " effectively, we must be prepared
in case of need to muster our strength in various parts
of the world. No area should be completely unprepared
to meet aggression if it strikes.

52. In this part of the world where we now meet, the
group of nations in the Atlantic community, acting in
accordance with the Charter of tlie United Nations, is fast
building bulwarks of peace. The Atlantic community is
building its strength in support of the principles of the
United Nations. In particular, the Atlantic community is
building its armed strength so that free Europe will not be
powerless in face of an armed attack from none too peaceful
neighbours. We are, as I shall explain later in my speech,
eager and anxious to discuss effective means of reducing
the burden of armaments. But we, are not willing to discuss
unilateral disarmament or the holding of armaments at a
level which will guarantee the existing armed superiority
of the Soviet Union and lc~ve free Europe powerless to
meet aggression.

53. The nations which believe in peace and which support
the United Nations' system of collective security have now
been forced to reverse their post-war programmes of
demobilization, not to threaten their neighbours, but to
protect the peace of the world. They are laying a foundation
for the strength that will protect the world against a renewal
of aggression.. The structure is not complete; the wo~ld

is not yet secure against the danger of a third world war;..
But we have made a beginning., The peaceful nations of
the world are more united and better equipped to prevent
aggression than would have seemed possible only a few
years ago. Centres, of defensi1te power have bee,u, and are
being, built up, not only within ll1.dividual States but to an
increasing degree in mutual defence arrangements and in
the United Nations.

54. This progress will in time bring us to the threshold
of a new period in the affairs of the world. Then the forces
of aggression and tyranny will no longer be in a position
to attack free nations and find them helpless to resist.

55'. The tasks presented by this stage in our efforts are as
difticult 3& any that statesmanship has ever been called
upon to fulfil. They are difficult because we must at the
same time build strength and work for peace. These are not
contradictory; they are two sides of the same coin.
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United Nations will urgently need the maximum contri
bution-in armed forces and in other means-from every
loyal Member of this Organization. And when peace has
been restored to Korea, the United Nations must be able to
marshal the material ~id of all its Members in the great
task of reconstruction· and rehabilitation.

71. But when wm there be peace ? We all know that it
depends upon the will of those who support, maintaiIi, and
defend the communist armies. At a word from them the
fighting could end in Korea. Some months ago, it seem~d
that the word h~d been sp,oken. But has it been spoken ?

7~. The United Nat.ions Command ~as. b~en negotiating
smce July to try to brmg about an arnustlce, so far without
success. It is only now that the aggressors have agreed to
negotiate on the basis of a military and not a political line,
taking into account the current military situation.

73. We are hopeful that the achievement of an armistice
in Korea might make it possible for this Assembly to bring
about a final settlement for Korea, a settlement which will
be in accord with the established United Nations objectives
in Korea. A settlement such as this, if reached in good
faith, could open the door to broader consultations on other
aspects of the Far Eastern situation.

74. There are many other areas in which the Soviet Union
could c~emonstrate by action its desire for peace if it chooses
to do so. Another example can be found in the case of
Germany. A proposal has been submitted [A/1938], for
inclusion in the agenda of this Assembly for the esta
blishment of an impartial international commission under
United Nations supervision to carry out a simultaneous
inve~tigation in.the Federal Republic of Germany, in Berlin,
and m the SOVIet Zone of Germany. The purpose of this
investigation would be to determine whether existing
conditions there make it possible to hold genuinely free
elections throughout these areas.

75. .. We have consistently maintained, and we continue to
maintain, that Germany should be reunified as soon as this
can be brought about on democratic lines. It must be done
in a way which will ensure the re-establishment of a free
Germany able to play her part in the peaceful association
of free European nations. This is a constructive effort, and
it presents those who claim to support the reunification of
Germany with an opportunity to prove their good faith.

76. Austria is another example of an opportunity to
demonstrate by action a will to peace. For more than
five years now, the United Kingdom, France, the Soviet
Union, and the United: States have been discussing the
the conclusion of a treaty for Austria. The four Powers
have promised the Austrian people independence. The
Austrians have long ago fulfilled all the conditions for the
restoration of their complete sovereignty. But the country
is still under occupation. Here again the Soviet leaders can '
speak the word which will fulfil their promises to Austria.

77. Again, in the case of Italy, as Mr. Stikker has just.
mentioned, the Soviet Union could fulfil its obligations and
make a contribution to the international community by
withdrawing the obstacles it has placed in the way of Italy's
entry into the United Nations.

78. , Anpther example of an,areain which the Soviet Union.
could 4emonstrate its desire for peace .through action is in
the field of human rights, in which the Charter also expresses
a profound interest. In a large area of the world, human
freedom is being crushed. Millions of persons now work
as slaves in forced labour camps, and tens of thousands of

64. Hand in han.d with the increase in food supply must
come an increase in the woild's industrial output. Here,
too, it is not revolutionary technological discoveries which
are required. Even with the present rate of new investments,
we have the means at hand to secure an enormous increase
in productive output. The more efficient use of existing
factories, mines, and transportation facilities could, so we
are told by the experts, boost the world's production on
the order of about ten per cent within a relatively short
period of time. At the same time, we should be on our
guard to see that a fair distribution of the increased output
that would flow from this increased productivity results
in 'higher wages for workers, and in lower prices for the
consumers.

65. With this possible increase in productivity of existing
plants, and with the emphasis on the direction of new
capital toward undertakings that will add to the output
of the world's supply of needed goods, it should be possible,
within ~ decade, to increase the world's real annual income
by more than 200 thousand millio.ll dollars. This would add
to the present production in the "ill ,rid tli~ equivalent of the
entire productive output of the united States only four
years ago. Think what this would mean in terms of numbers
of pairs of shoes, of clothes, housing, education and all the
other basic requirements of mankind. This challenge, this
opportunity for- expanding the economy of the world,
should be one of the principal concerns of this Organization
and of all its members. And it could be if the will to peace'
were universal.

~

66. The great constructive accomplishments in the past
five years" and those which lie before us, are the sort of
international co-operative effort in which my countrymen
and tJ:lOse of most.of you here join whole-heartedly. This
is the work we like-to develop, to build, to expand oppor
tun,ity for the pursuit of happiness. Our country, as its
history and institutions show, is dedicated to this objective.
But actually what has been done, and apparently what lies
before us, must be done in the face of obstacles made by
man and undoubtedly made to impede progress toward
peace and human welfare. Again we have a symbol. The
symbol is Korea.

67. Korea was the place chosen by those who plan
aggression on a world-wide scale as the scene for an imper
ialist ibHtzkrieg. The Russian State has repeatedly in modern
times tried to make Korea a province. When Korea was
liberated from Japanese rule and the Republic of Korea
was established under the auspices of the United Nations
[res91ution 195 (111)], the Soviet Union withheld. from the
Rep.ublic all that part of Korea which was under communist
control. The iron curtain clanked down on the38th parallel.
Suddenly, on 25 June 1950, the iron curtain was raised to
allow Soviet-armed and Soviet-trained armies to pour
across the border in their brutal assault on the free people
of Korea.

68. With courage and determination, the Koreans resisted
the alien. aggression, resisted the familiar imperialist
expansion. But as the aggressors knew, the young Republic
was not strong enough to stand alpne against an aggression
so carefully planned and so thoroughly equipped.

69. The aggressor did not know that the young international
organization, the United Nations, could also act with unity,
~peed~ .and eventual military superiority. But that is how
It did' act. . . . .

70. The United States is proud to have been able to play
a leading part. in this great practical demonstration of
collective security. Until there is peace in Korea, the'
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r296th meeting]. We have before us the report of the
tommittee of Twelve [A/1922] recommending that thia
be done and I hope that the Assembly will approve this
recommendation. At that time the President expressed the

. determination of the United States to find ways"of bringing
about "Control and reduction of armaments as a means {)f
moving forward toward the ultimate goal which the United
Nations has set for itself~ the goal of a peaceful world in
which disagreements are settlea by peaceful means. He
outlined the basic principles for a real, workable syr-r.em for
reducing armaments and the General Assembly endorsed
those: ·principles. The principles are three in number: first,
such a system must include all types of weapons ; second,
it must be accepted by all nations having substantial armed' .
forces; third, it must be based on safeguards that will
ensure the compliance of all nations. In other words, it
must be foolproof.

87. The United States Government, together with the
Governments of France and the United IGndgom, has been
studying earnestly the real. problems that must be dealt
with ifwe are to make genuine headway toward the reduction
of 2I1Ilaments. The world does not want catchwords and
tricks. It does not want propaganda gestures~ It wants an
honest programme which will protect the safety of free
men and not be a cloak for aggressive designs.

88. After' a long period of study, we have arrived at a
series of proposals for the regulation, limitation and balanced
reduction of armaments and armed forces which meets the
test of reasonableness and feasibility. Last night the three
Governments announced their intention to submit such
proposals to this sixth session of the General Assembly.
We are'therefore asking that a discussion of theserroposals
[A/1943] be added to the agenda as a matter 0 urgency
and importance. I firmly believe that these proposals can
lead to an agreed programme here i~ the United Nations,
if all nations approach them with goodwill and a sincere
desire for peace.

89. Last night, the President of the United States discussed
our proposals in a broadcast to the American people, and
assured them that we, for our part; would approach these
discussions with the most sincere desire for a successful
outcome. I wish to repeat here the essential elements of
the programme as outlined by the President.

90. The first element is disclosure and verification on a
continuing basis. It is impossible for the nations to proceed
with such a programme unless each one has knowledge of
what armed forces and armaments other nations possess.
This knowledge must be continually up to date. It must be
full knowledge and there must be guarantees that the
knowledge is accurate. This in turn means that there mtost
be a system of inspection. The national inventories of all
armed forces and armaments, must be checked and verified
in each country by inspectors who are nationals of other
countries and who are working under the United Nations.
These inspectors must have the power to find out what are
the real facts. This system of disclosure and verification
must be a system which progresses from stage to stage as
each one is ~ompleted.

91. As our three. Governments have already stated, this
will mean revealing, in appropriate stages, all armed forces
whether military,· para-military, security or police forces,
and all armaments, whether atomic or non-atomic. The
leastvital information would be disclosed first, and we would
then proceed to more sensitive areas. As I have said, each
stage would be completed before the next began, until all
arms and armaments of every kind had been included.
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persons are being compelled to It:ave their ~omes by mass
deportations. I should like to cite one example of these
brutal mass deportations, because it is important for us to
remenber that these are human beings we are talking about
and not mere statistics.

79. In the city of Budapest this spring thousands of
innocent and helpless families were aroused by the police at
dawn and given twenty-four hours in which to prepare for
departure. With just a few of their belongings, these
people-bc1uding infants, the sick, the aged-were trans
ported from their homes to camps and hovels in the
country. As one of these unhappy victims wrote in a letter
which reached the outside world, " It is very bitter to have
to dissolve everything in the course of twenty-four hours ".

f The hopes of the civilized world that the mass persecutions
of the Hitler regime would never be rep~ted have proved
to be in vain. .~

80. Culture and religion have been made th.e special
victims of this tyrannY4 Scientists and scholars, artists and
churchmen are all forced to c( iorm to the single dogma
of the all-powerful State. The result is not just sterility;
it is the dangerous subservience that results from thought
control and makes aggression possible.

81. It was a matter of proper concern to the entire world
rec~nt1y when a foreign correspo~dent, William. Oatis,
honestly seeking to report the news ID Czechoslovakia, was
thrown into prison without a fair trial and on the flimsiest of
charges. This man is much more than an individual victim
of tyranny. He is a reminder to the world of how free
journalism is deliberately throttled by totalitarian rtigimes.

82. These calculated denials of basic human rights are a
matter of concern to the world community. Let all who
desire peace and talk oftheir peaceful intentions demonstrate
their good faith by putting an end to slavery, rather than
seeking to extend it.

83. But the record of the past year-and I say this with .
real ~orrow--does not reve3.1 a single action-.and I am
talking ... Dout action not words-by the Soviet Union to
indicat~ that it is willing to co-operate with the rest of the
world" in abating tensions and the danger of war. Its only
contribution has been an artificially createa "mass
movement", built around slogans for peace. Despite these
slogans, the familiar methods of threat and subversion are
todaY'being used against Yugoslavia as once they were used
against Turkey. The method of attack by guerilla forces
to upset governments is used today in Indo-China as it once
was in Greece.

84. The Soviet Union has talked a great deal about peace,
but when it comes to achieving peace through deeds, or to
uniting for peace, they obstruct. They call for a new five
Power peace pact, but refuse to carry out our sixty-Power
peace pact, the Charter of the United Nations.

85. One of the most urgent of international problems is
the level of armaments among nations. Soviet policies have
obliged the free nations to begin building up their armaments

.to levels, necessary for their defence. But we do not want
an arms race. We are determined to do all in our power
to ensure oursafety~ but we are no less determined to
continue to explore, as we have been doing for many yeat:S,
every possible way of bringing about a safe reduction of
armaments~ This effort is too important to the w<?rld to
leave a single stone unturned.

"

86. A year ago, before this body, the President of the
United States proposed the merging of the two United
Nations commissions dealing with the problem ofarmaments
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99. Now with particular respect to the control arid regu
lation of atomic energy, we will continue to support the
United Nations plan as providing the most satisfactory
basis, unless and until a better and more eft'ective plan is
divised.

103. We could then get ahead, as President Truman said
last night, with the only kind of war we seek-the war
against want and human misery. Within developed
countries, new resources for peaceful production could be
put to work, not only for their own benefit but to the
advantage of all. And in other parts of the world where,
as I said earlier, millions upon millions of people are
struggling with poverty, with. hunger, with disease, the
great constructive eft'orts of the United Nations could go
forward without hindrance.

104. This is what could be done if all nations here were
willfng to serve the cause of peace by their actions. But so
long as some nations talk of peace while their actions make
for war, the free people of the world will still continub with
determination and steadiness to build the full programmes
of defensive strength which their security requires. But
we must never cease trying to change this state of afi'airs.
That is why we are submitting these proposals now for
proceeding with th~ regulation, limitation and balanced
reduction of all armed forces and all armaments, including
atomic. The United States is prepared to begin nego
tiations on these proposals in the United Nations at once.
We firmly believe that a workable agreement is within
our reach, if ill nations will approach this task with good
faith and with a will to peace.

The meeting rose at 12.25 p.m.
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, Ibid., Fourth Surion, Ad Hoc Political Committee, Annex, document
A/IO'~o.
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95. The third element is the establishment of some sort
of criteria for the balanced reduction of armaments and
armed forces. These criteria, which can be worked out,
would determine the exact amounts and kinds of armaments
and armed forces which each country would finally be
permitted to have. As examples of the criteria that would
be considered by the United Nations, the United States
would suggest:

92. Since 1949, there has been before the United Nations
a proposal, supported by the United States, for a census
ana verification to be carried out on a one-time basis. 4 We
are now moving forward from that proposal in tw(.) ways.
One is that while the prOCeSfJ of disclosure and verification
is taking place, we would he working out the' further steps
of regulation, limitation and balar~ced reduction. And we 100. These are the general outlines of our proposals.
are also proposing to alter the earlier proposal so as to They would establish absolute limits for armed forces and
include in the system of disclosure all of the aspects of armaments so that they would be adequate for defence but
atomic energy•. In short, the first step of the general pro- not enough for aggression. That is the central pl"!'Dose of
gramme we are now putting forward \vould be the disclosure these proposals and may 1 state that again : they' would
in stages of all military matters. This would enable us to establish absolute limits for armed forces and armaments,
work out specific arrangements for the regulation, limitation adequate for defence but not enough for aggression. We
and balanced r~duction of national milita-ry establishments will be prepared to explain these proposals in greater detail
while the process ofinventory and inspection is taking place. when the appropriate Committee of the Assembly takes
Moreover-and this is of the grf~atest importance-the them up for consideration.
continuing disclosure and verification·< which we propose 101. We believe that discussion of the programme should
would provide quick and certain knowledge of any violation. begin now. No general programme can be put into eft'ect
In a world charged as ours is with suspicions and dangers while United Nations forces are resisting aggr~ion in
our peoples want the safeguard that ~isc1osure and veri- Korea. Moreover, concurrently with the coming into eft'ect of
fitation can provide. As we move from stage to stage, we the programme, the major political issu eswhich have divided
would have increasing evidence of good faith and honesty. the world can be settled and must be settled. We pledge
We w~uld not go forward without that evidence. ourselves to do everything in our power to bring this about.

93 Of h al . d h If such a programme could be put into eft'ect, the immense
. . course, we ave ~Nays recogmze t at a census or military expenditures which now press on nearly all peoples

~lsclosu!e of anned forces ~d arm~~ents :wou~d not .by of the world could be largely lifted. The Charter of the
Itself ~rm.g about the, change 10 the ~illtary ~1~atlOnwhich United Nations speaks of promoting the establishment and
the peopl~ !If the world ~o eagerly deSire, ~ut It IS a necessary maintenance of international peace and security with the
pre:condltlOn for the balanced reduction of arm~en~. - least diversion for armaments of the world's human and
Th~s leads to the ~ec<?nd element of our proposals which IS economic resources
their general appbcatlOn. .

102. At the present time, the demands ofsecurity, requiring
94. It is not enough that four or five States should agree the use of treasure anu resources for military purposes,
to such a programme. It should apply at least to all· members have necessitated in an countries the vostponement of great
of the international community who have a substantial positive programmes of reconstruction and development
military potential and we would hope that the programme which had been planned nationally and internationally. If
would be universal. the world could· use its resources, its ·skills and energies

for non-military projects, as the United States most ear
nestly desires, then vast new opportuniti~s would open up
for the better and happier conditions of life wliich all
men seek.

96. First, limiting the size of all armed forces, including
para-military, security and police forces, to a fixed percen-

I tage of population, with a ceiling beyond which no country
could go.

97. Second, restricting the proportion of national pro
duction which could be used for military purposes to an
amount which would bear a direct relation to what was
needed for the armed forces permittedunder the programme;
and here, again, there might be a ceiling expressed in terms
of a percentage of the national production.

98. Third, develoring mutual agreements on the compo
sition:of the nationa military programmes within the over-all
limitations and restrictions; such mutually agreed pro
grammes should be developed within the framework of the
United Nations and in conferences under United Nations
auspices.
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